THE URBAN WOOD TOOLKIT
BULLETIN #3: EXPLORING PRODUCT OPTIONS FOR URBAN WOOD UTILIZATION

TOOLS FOR UNDERSTANDING POSSIBLE USES AND MARKETS
Once a tree leaves the stump it can take many different paths. At first glance, navigating all of the possible
directions for wood from urban and community trees can be challenging, especially when there are different
industrial options, as well as opportunities to use wood within the municipality itself. This bulletin, the third in a
series designed to provide tools for communities considering an urban wood use program, provides two visual
guides to help users identify common pathways and product opportunities for urban wood production.

URBAN WOOD FLOWCHART
The simple Urban Wood Flowchart shows two main tracks for the flow of wood residues following municipal
tree removals. The primary decision point comes near the center of the chart once wood enters a sorting and
collection facility. From there, a municipalilty can set aside wood for industrial forest product markets (shown in
green), while preparing other residues for use within the municipality (shown in yellow). The chart identifies
appropriate producers or end products for each of these paths and types of wood residues.

ARBORISTS’ MARKETS FOR WOOD RESIDUES CHART
Using wood within a community is likely to be a familiar and intuitive process for most municipalities. Staff
within the organization can usually easily identify possible uses for wood within ongoing operations, whether
that be for landscape mulch, firewood for recreational programs, rough-cut lumber for maintenance activities,
or dried and surfaced lumber for use in city building improvements. Understanding the market options in the
industrial sector is likely to require more research and planning.
The Arborists’ Markets for Woody Residues from Urban and Community Trees chart was previously developed by
the Tree Care Industry Association to provide a general overview of product opportunities for urban wood. The
chart captures three main classes of wood residues: low-value material (commonly suitable for large quantities
and processed simply with minimal equipment), mid-range value products, and high-value material (suitable for
a small fraction of the total wood residues and requiring significant expertise to process). For any particular
starting material, the chart explains product suitability, processing types, likely partners, equipment needs,
possible markets, and probable end users. Some product areas (such as mulch, fuel chips, and firewood) may be
familiar to most urban forestry efforts, but the chart also describes unique, higher-value market opportunities.
Unlike traditional hardwood lumber, urban wood is not necessarily at its highest value when graded and sold by
National Hardwood Lumber Association standards. Across the country, many mills and manufacturers are using
ungraded, “character” wood (especially when in unusually long lengths and wide widths) for successful, highend products, such as live edge slabs, rounds, etc. These product options should be considered as a unique
marketing opportunity especially suited to urban wood’s artisan character. High-value urban wood products can
play an important promotional role for a wood use program, capturing the public’s imagination, garnering media
coverage, and rallying positive community response. When used together with a mix of mid-range and lower
value products, this creates a comprehesive urban wood program that can reclaim as much value as possible
from logs to sawdust.
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This chart was first published in Annex E of ANSI A300 (Part 1) - 2017 Pruning Standard and has been reproduced with permission from the Tree Care Industry Association.
Special thanks to Michele Beaulieux of Work in Motion.
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